[1] As part 1 in a series of papers describing long-term simulations using the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system and subsequent process analyses and sensitivity simulations, this paper presents a comprehensive model evaluation for the full year of 2001 over the continental U.S. using both ground-based and satellite measurements. CMAQ is assessed for its ability to reproduce concentrations and long-term trends of major criteria pollutants such as surface ozone (O 3 ) and fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ) and related variables such as indicator species, wet deposition fluxes, and column mass abundances of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NO 2 ), tropospheric ozone residuals (TORs), and aerosol optical depths (AODs). The domain-wide and site-specific evaluation of surface predictions shows an overall satisfactory performance in terms of normalized mean biases for annual mean maximum 1 h and 8 h average O 3 mixing ratios (À11.6 to 0.1% and À4.6 to 3.0%, respectively), 24 h average concentrations of PM 2.5 (4.2-35.3%), sulfate (À13.0 to 43.5%), and organic carbon (OC) (À37.6 to 24.8%), and wet deposition fluxes (À13.3 to 31.6%). Larger biases, however, occur in the concentrations and wet deposition fluxes of ammonium and nitrate domain-wide and in the concentrations of PM 2.5 , sulfate, black carbon, and OC at some urban/suburban sites. The reasons for such model biases may be errors in emissions, chemistry, aerosol processes, or meteorology. The evaluation of column mass predictions shows a good model performance in capturing the seasonal variations and magnitudes of column CO and NO 2 , but relatively poor performance in reproducing observed spatial distributions and magnitudes of TORs for winter and spring and those of AODs in all seasons. Possible reasons for the poor column predictions include the underestimates of emissions, inaccurate upper layer boundary conditions, lack of model treatments of sea salt and dust, and limitations and uncertainties in satellite data.
Introduction
[2] Regional ozone (O 3 ) and fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ) air pollution and associated health effects have been one of the major environmental concerns in the United States (U.S.) and abroad in the past several decades. The effect of these radiatively active species on climate has also been widely examined and reported [e.g., Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007]. While significant progress has been made to reduce emissions of their precursors, and their concentrations have been declined steadily in recent years [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), Seinfeld, 2004; Seigneur, 2005] , regional O 3 and PM 2.5 pollution as well as the impacts on climate on local to global scales continue to be a pervasive problem worldwide. They have been a central focus of threedimensional (3-D) air quality and climate modeling efforts on urban to global scales worldwide in the past half century [Seinfeld, 2004; Seigneur, 2005; Horowitz, 2006; Zhang, 2008] and will continue to be key pollutants for modeling future regional/global change into 2100 [Hogrefe et al., 2004 ; IPCC, 2007; U.S. Climate Change Science Program, 2008; S. Zhang et al., 2008] . Numerous 3-D air quality models have been developed to simulate the formation and fate of O 3 and PM 2.5 on regional [e.g., Carmichael et al., 1991; Jacobson, 1997; Binkowski and Roselle, 2003; Griffin et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004; Grell et al., 2005] and global [e.g., Bey et al., 2001; Jacobson, 2002; Gong et al., 2003; Easter et al., 2004; Lohmann et al., 2007] scales.
[3] For this study, a full year of simulation with the U.S. EPA Models-3 Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) Modeling System [Binkowski and Roselle, 2003; Byun and Schere, 2006] and the process analysis tool in CMAQ is conducted over the continental U.S. (CONUS). Simulated concentrations of gaseous and PM species are evaluated against measurements from ground-based monitoring networks and satellites. The seasonal and annual photochemical characteristics over different regions are examined and the relative contributions of controlling processes are quantified for the formation and fate of key pollutants such as O 3 and PM 2.5 . The effects of regional pollution on the global atmosphere are examined by estimating the export of O 3 and PM 2.5 pollution from the urban/regional scales to the global environment. Sensitivity simulations are conducted to study the effects of model inputs (e.g., biogenic emissions) and processes (e.g., cloud processes) on major air pollutants, due to their important roles in the fate and formation of these pollutants. Additional sensitivity simulations are conducted under both current and future climate and emission conditions to examine model responses to a changing world. The objectives of this study are to evaluate the model's capability to reproduce regional air pollution, improve the current understanding of regional O 3 and PM 2.5 pollution in terms of governing chemical reactions and physical processes, and to estimate the potential impacts of the export of O 3 , aerosols, and their precursors, such as NO x and VOCs, from the urban/regional scale on global air pollution. The results are presented in two parts. Part 1 presents the model configurations, evaluation protocols, and evaluation results. Part 2 presents results from process analyses, export calculation, and sensitivity simulations.
Model Configurations, Evaluation Protocols, and Observations

Model Configurations
[4] CMAQ version 4.4 released in October 2004 is applied for the full year of 2001 at a horizontal grid resolution of 36 km. The modeling domain covers the contiguous U.S. and a portion of southern Canada and northern Mexico with 148 Â 112 horizontal grid cells. The vertical resolution includes 14 logarithmic structure layers from the surface to the tropopause ($100 hPa or 15.7 km), with a finer resolution in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The first model layer height is set to be 35 m above the ground level. The meteorological fields, emissions, initial conditions (ICONs), and boundary conditions (BCONs) are provided by the U.S. EPA. The meteorological fields are generated from the Pennsylvania State University (PSU)/ National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Mesoscale Modeling System Generation 5 (MM5) version 3.6.1 with four-dimensional data assimilation analysis nudging.
The MM5 hourly output files are processed with the Meteorology-Chemistry Interface Processor (MCIP) version 2.2. The EPA's National Emissions Inventories (NEI) 2001 (also referred to as NEI 1999 Version 3) is used to generate a gridded anthropogenic emission inventory for sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), ammonia (NH 3 ), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and PM. Emissions of VOCs, CO, NO, NO 2 , and PM from mobile sources are generated with the latest on-road motor vehicle emission model, MOBILE6, and biogenic emissions are generated using the Biogenic Emissions Inventory System (BEIS) Version 3.12. The emission inventory is processed with the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions system (SMOKE v.1.4) . The seasonality of the ammonia emissions is accounted for based on work by Gilliland et al. [2003] and Pinder et al. [2004] . ICONs and BCONs are generated using the results from a global chemistry model of Bey et al. [2001] (GEOS-CHEM). The 1 year simulation is performed continuously with a spin-up period of 10 days (December 22À31, 2000) to minimize the influence of ICONs.
[5] The gas-phase chemistry is based on the CarbonBond Mechanism version IV (CBM-IV). The aerosol module AERO3 in CMAQ simulates major aerosol processes including thermodynamic equilibrium for both inorganic and organic PM, binary homogeneous nucleation, coagulation, condensation, PM formation due to aqueous-phase chemistry, aerosol scavenged by cloud droplets, and dry and wet deposition. The particle size distribution is simulated with three lognormally distributed modes: Aitken, accumulation, and coarse mode (corresponding to particles with diameters up to 0.1 mm, 0.1-2.5 mm, and 2.5-10 mm, respectively, for mass distribution). While the modal approach of the PM size representation is subject to inherent limitation from a mathematical point of view and is typically less accurate than the sectional approach [Zhang et al., 1999] , it is computationally more efficient and thus is best suited for long-term simulations for 1 year or longer. Sea salt and dust are not treated in this version of CMAQ. CMAQ uses a modified version of the aqueous-phase chemistry of the Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM). A more detailed description of aerosol and cloud treatments is given by Binkowski and Roselle [2003] and Byun and Schere [2006] .
Observational Data Sets and Model Evaluation Methodology
[6] The U. [Sillman, 1995 , Sillman et al., 1997 Sillman and He, 2002; Lu and Chang, 1998; Zhang et al., 2002 Zhang et al., , 2005 , as these indicators can indicate whether local O 3 formation is VOC-or NO x -limited at any point in space and time and whether the model is correctly predicting the responses of O 3 to VOC and/or NO x emission controls. They may also reveal whether the model can correctly reproduce the sensitivity of secondary PM 2.5 to changes in the emissions of gaseous precursors such as SO 2 , NH 3 , VOCs, and/or NO x [Ansari and Pandis, 1998; Blanchard, 2000; Pun and Seigneur, 2001 ]. If a model accurately predicts observed indicators, the predicted change in future year O 3 or PM is more likely to be accurate.
[7] In this work, the above individual species and some indicator species such as NO y , O 3 /NO x , and O 3 /NO y are included in the model evaluation where observational data are available (see Table 2 of Zhang et al. [2009] for the definitions of the indicator species). Tables 1a and 1b summarizes measured parameters and relevant data sets used for model evaluation. The maximum 1 h and 8 h average O 3 mixing ratios, the 24 h average mass concentrations of PM 2.5 and its composition, their gaseous precursors, and photochemical indicator species are evaluated using the surface observations from one special field study (i.e., the Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization study (SEARCH)) and four nationwide routine monitoring networks (i.e., the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET), the Aerometric Information Retrieval SystemÀ Air Quality System (AIRS-AQS), the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE), and the Speciation Trends Network (STN)). The wet deposition fluxes of SO 4 2À , NO 3 À , and NH 4 + are evaluated with observations from the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP).
[8] Satellite observations have been increasingly used to support air quality modeling and forecasting to improve the accuracy of model inputs (e.g., emissions, ICONs, and BCONs), evaluate model predictions of column quantities and vertical profiles (e.g., CO, NO 2 , O 3 , and aerosol optical depths (AODs)), and correct model simulation/forecasting errors by assimilating satellite-derived chemical fields (e.g., CO, NO 2 , O 3 , and AODs) [e.g., Roy et al., 2007a Roy et al., , 2007b Pouliot et al., 2008; Mathur, 2008; Vijayaraghavan et al., 2008] . Here, the predicted total tropospheric column abundances of CO, NO 2 , and O 3 from CMAQ and AODs derived from CMAQ PM 2.5 predictions are compared with derived quantities based on satellite products from the Measurements Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT), the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument, and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Such an evaluation will assess the model's capability in capturing total column mass, which may influence their abundance and distribution in the lower atmosphere.
[9] Model evaluation is performed using an evaluation protocol that follows the U.S. EPA [2001, 2007] and Zhang et al. [2006a] . The evaluation protocol includes spatial distribution, temporal variation, vertical profiles, column abundances, and overall statistical trends. The performance statistics are calculated separately for different networks, given differences in sampling methods, protocols, periods, and frequencies and resultant differences in measured species in terms of accuracy, biases, and precision across different networks. Such a separate evaluation will also enable an assessment of systematic biases in measurements from each network and in the model predictions. While it is not feasible to perform detailed analyses at more than one thousand individual sites in the networks shown in Table 1a for the 1 year simulation, such analyses at sites that represent air masses of different origins (e.g., urban vs. rural, inland vs. coast, NO x -limited vs. VOC-limited regions) would be valuable and provide further insights into the model's capability in capturing trends at smaller time/spatial scales to guide air quality attainment that is targeted for both short-(i.e., 8 h or 24 h average) and long-(i.e., 1 year) terms. In this study, a total of 22 representative locations are selected for detailed temporal variation analyses and process analyses, as shown in Figure 1 . These include 8 sites from SEARCH (Jefferson Street (JST), Atlanta, GA, Yorkville (YRK), GA, North Birmingham (BHM), AL, Centreville (CTR), AL, Gulfport (GFP), MS, Oak Grove (OAK), MS, Pensacola (PNS), FL, and Outlying Landing (OLF), FL), 13 sites from AIRS-AQS (i.e., Big Bend NP (BBE), TX, Great Smoky National Park (GRS), TN, Olympic National Park (OLY), WA, Yellowstone National Park (YEL), WY, YRK, Chicago (CHI), IL, Fresno (FRE), CA, Huston (HOU), TX, Los Angeles (LAX), CA, New York city (NYC), NY, Pittsburgh (PIT), PA, Riverside (RIV), CA, Tampa (TAM), FL), 5 sites from CASTNET (i.e., BBE, GRS, OLY, YEL, and Penn State (PSU), PA), and 4 sites from IMPROVE (i.e., BBE, GRS, YEL, and Grand Canyon National Park (GRC), AZ) (note that 7 sites belong to multiple networks). The 8 SEARCH sites represent three urban-rural pairs in GA, AL, and MS, and one urban-suburban pair in FL. 13 AIRS-AQS sites represent major cities (e.g., CHI, HOU, LAX, NYC, PIT, and TAM), suburban/rural sites (e.g., FRE, RIV, and YRK), and national parks (e.g., BBE, GRS, OLY, and YEL) with different emissions/meteorological characteristics in different regions of CONUS. PSU and GRC are two additional rural and national park sites in the eastern and western U.S, respectively, from CASTNET and IMPROVE.
[10] The statistical measures calculated include correlation coefficient (R), mean bias (MB), the mean normalized bias (MNB), and the mean normalized gross error (MNE), the normalized mean bias (NMB), and the normalized mean gross error (NME), the mean fractional bias (MFB), and the mean fractional error (MFE) (see their definitions given by Zhang et al. [2006a] ). While the values of MNB/MNE and NMB/NME are similar in many cases, they may give different results in some cases. For example, when the observed values at a specific time or location are extremely low, extremely high values may occur for MNB/MNE but not NMB/NME. In such cases, the use of NMB/NME will provide a more reasonable evaluation. The ranges of performance statistics over different networks indicate the deviation of model performance, i.e., whether the model is robust or subject to systematic biases over a group of sites having similar characteristics under each network considered in the model evaluation.
Satellite Data Processing and Column Mass Calculation From CMAQ Predictions
[11] The MOPITT CO data are available for all months except June and July. The GOME NO 2 and TCO, TOMS/ SBUV TORs, and MODIS AODs are available for all months. Monthly products are computed by averaging daily products over each month. In addition, vertical CO profiles are derived from the MOPITT CO retrievals to evaluate simulated profiles. For profile measurements, the finite vertical spatial resolution of the sensor must be treated explicitly when comparing the measurements with predictions. The appropriate approach to treat these differences in vertical resolution is to use the averaging kernel of the sensor, as described by M. N. Deeter (Calculation and application of MOPITT averaging kernels, 2002, available from http:// www.acd.ucar.edu/mopitt/data/avg_krnls_app.pdf, accessed May 2009). The averaging kernel represents the way in which the vertical structure of the atmospheric profile is mapped into the radiances measured by the sensor. It is expressed mathematically as a matrix where each row defines the averaging kernel for a particular retrieval level within the measured profile, and each element in this row represents the relative weighting of the 'true' mixing ratio value at each level to the retrieved mixing ratio. The value of the averaging kernel is a function of sensor parameters (e.g., the field-ofview) and those parameters input to the forward radiative transfer model (e.g., the temperature profile and the species of interest). Simulated CO mixing ratios are extracted in each layer from the surface to the model top at the tropopause. The averaging kernel matrix values from MOPITT are then applied to these model output in order to compare with the finite resolution MOPITT profiles.
[12] CMAQ simulates 3-D gridded hourly average mixing ratios of CO, NO 2 , O 3 , and concentrations of PM 2.5 species from surface to 15.7 km. These values and vertically resolved temperature and pressure estimated from MM5 are used to calculate the total column mass and AODs. The simulated total column mass of species i, TCOLMASS i , is calculated as:
where ), and 2.687 Â 10 28 for O 3 column mass, TCOLMASS O3 (Dobson Unit (DU), one DU refers to the number of molecules of O 3 that would be required to create a layer of O 3 that would be 10 mm thick under standard temperature and pressure). Monthly, seasonal, and annual averages are computed for each grid cell. TCOLMASS CO values are compared against the tropospheric CO columns derived from the MOPITT instrument on EOS Terra [Edwards et al., 2004] . The TCOLMASS NO2 values are compared against the tropospheric NO 2 columns derived from GOME instrument on the European Remote Sensing (ERS-2) satellite [Richter and Burrows, 2002] . TCOLMASS O3 values are compared against the Tropospheric O 3 Residuals (TORs) derived from TOMS and SBUV by Fishman et al. [2003 Fishman et al. [ , 2005 using the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis tropopause heights and total tropospheric column O 3 (TCO) retrieved from GOME by Liu et al. [2005 Liu et al. [ , 2006a Liu et al. [ , 2006b ]. The TOMS/SBUV TORs are based on the TOR method and obtained from the difference between the TOMS TCO and SBUV Stratospheric Column Ozone (SCO). This method makes assumptions about the distribution and variability of SCO. The GOME TCO retrieval of Liu et al. [2005 Liu et al. [ , 2006a Liu et al. [ , 2006b ] is the first directly retrieved global distribution of TCO from GOME. The advantage of direct retrievals over the residual-based approaches is that daily global distributions of tropospheric O 3 can be derived without other collocated satellite measurements of SCO, or the need to make assumptions about the spatiotemporal distribution of SCO. More detailed information is given by Liu et al. [2006a] .
[13] The spectral AOD (i.e., t l ) is a strong function of aerosol mass concentration, size distribution, chemical composition, and wavelength. It is given by [Jacobson, 2005] :
where s l is the total aerosol spectral extinction coefficient, it is the sum of the aerosol absorption coefficient, s ap,l , and scattering coefficient, s sp,l, [Jacobson, 2005] :
The aerosol scattering and absorption coefficients can be calculated as a function of PM number concentrations, singleparticle radius, and single-particle absorption and scattering efficiencies. AODs can be calculated using physically based [e.g., Jacobson, 2005] , parameterized [e.g., Ghan et al., 2001] , and empirical approaches [e.g., Chameides et al., 2002; Roy et al., 2007a] . Since the physically based approach is computationally expensive and CMAQ does not explicitly simulate AODs, the most appropriate approach is the empirical approach that is based on CMAQ PM 2.5 predictions. In this study, an empirical method of Chameides et al. [2002] is used to calculate AODs at a nominal wavelength of 550 nm based on CMAQ PM 2.5 predictions. In this approach, the scattering coefficient is estimated as:
where [Chameides et al., 2002] :
The function, f(RH) (!1), is the species-dependent hygroscopic growth factor for total particle scattering, it accounts for the effect of relative humidity (RH) on scattering efficiency. Some measurements exist for f(RH) for some PM species. For example, Kotchenruther et al. [1999] measured an overall f(RH) of 1.9-2.6 at an RH of 80% for PM consisting of primarily ammonium bisulfate and carbonaceous PM. Kotchenruther and Hobbs [1998] measured an overall f(RH) of 1.1-1.3 at an RH of 80% for PM emitted from biomass burning in Brazil. A bulk hygroscopic growth factor of 2.3 ± 0.4 at an RH of 80% and a wavelength of 550 nm were recommended [Penner et al., 2001] . We therefore assume a constant RH of 80% and use f(80%) of 2.3. Note that NH 4 + and other organic PM are not explicitly included in equation (4) 
where a ap hydrophobic and a ap hydrophilic are the specific absorption coefficients:
[BC] hydrophobic and [BC] hydrophilic are the hydrophobic and hydrophilic fractions of BC. Externally mixed BC is generally considered to be hydrophobic, whereas well internally mixed BC is considered to be hydrophilic. Uncertainties in AODs and aerosol radiative properties and forcing exist with different assumptions of the mixing state of BC, namely, externally mixed, well internally mixed, or core treatment in which BC particles become coated with other types of aerosols such as sulfate and nitrate [Jacobson, 2001] . While the three PM modes simulated in CMAQ are treated as externally mixed, the PM components in each mode are assumed to be well internally mixed. The simulated BC concentration is not specified as hydrophobic or hydrophilic, and an assumption must be made about the relative fractions of each. Most BC emitted can be coated with other aerosols, and internally mixed BC may comprise a significant fraction on a global scale [e.g., Pósfai et al., 1999 ]. An internally mixed assumption is well supported by field measurements thus seems to be more realistic than the externally mixed assumption [Jacobson, 2001] . In this study, 90% of BC is assumed to be internally mixed (i.e., hydrophilic), and the remaining 10% is externally mixed (i.e., hydrophobic). The total AODs predicted by CMAQ can thus be estimated as:
where t a is the total integrated AOD (dimensionless) from CMAQ. s sp,l is the aerosol scattering coefficient in m À1 and s ap,l is the aerosol absorption coefficient in m À1 in layer l.
[14] The model-estimated AODs for PM 2.5 are compared with the observed daily and monthly mean total MODIS AODs. They are from the Level-3 land-corrected AOD products at 550 nm with a grid resolution of 1°Â 1°retrieved from MOD04 level 2 aerosol products that are originally collected at a resolution of 10 km Â 10 km . MODIS contains fine-mode AODs that are derived for fine-mode aerosols from urban/industrial and biomass burning [Chu et al., 2003; Remer et al., 2005] , which are generally associated with aerosols with geometric mean diameters of 0.01-0.22 mm over land and 0.12 -0.2 mm over ocean Kaufman et al., 2005] . Since the MODIS fine-mode AOD can only represent a portion of PM 2.5 AODs, it is appropriate to compare the MODIS total AODs with calculated CMAQ PM 2.5 AODs which are nearly the same as the simulated total AODs because this version of CMAQ does not simulate coarse PM such as sea salt and dust. The stratospheric component of the MODIS AODs is assumed to be negligible because the 
Evaluation With in Situ Surface Measurements
Spatial Distributions and Performance Statistics
[15] Figure 2 shows overlay plots of the simulated seasonal mean daily maximum 8 h average surface O 3 mixing ratios (ppb) and 24 h average PM 2.5 concentrations (mg m À3 ) against all available observations. Table 2 summarizes the overall seasonal and annual statistical performance of CMAQ for the maximum 1 h and 8 h average surface O 3 mixing ratios and 24 h average PM 2.5 concentrations. In winter (December, January, and February (DJF)), CMAQ reproduces well peak 8 h O 3 at most sites. The ranges of NMBs and NMEs are À10.6% to 6.4% and 21.7 -25.4%, respectively. In spring (March, April, and May (MAM)), underpredictions in maximum 8 h O 3 occur at a number of sites in the states of NC, SC, VA, KY, and GA in the eastern U.S. and several CASTNET sites in CA, AZ, UT, and WY in the western U.S. The ranges of NMBs and NMEs are À2.0% to 3.0%, and 13.3-16.3%, respectively. In summer (June, July, and August (JJA)), CMAQ reproduces well maximum 8 h O 3 except underpredictions at a few sites in CA, WY, UT, AZ, KS, OK, NC, VA, and PA and overpredictions at some SEARCH sites in the southeastern U.S. The ranges of NMBs and NMEs are À2.3% to 15.9%, and 17.3 -23.3%, respectively. In fall (September, October, and November (SON)), CMAQ reproduces well maximum 8 h O 3 at most sites. Overpredictions occur for maximum 8 h O 3 at a number of CASTNET sites in the northeastern and western U.S. and at most AIRS-AQS sites throughout the domain. The ranges of NMBs and NMEs are À6.1% to 1.9%, and 18.9 -19.6%, respectively. The spatial distributions of the seasonal mean maximum 1 h O 3 follow similar trends but with larger biases (except winter, summer, and fall at the SEARCH sites), as compared with those of maximum 8 h O 3 . The NMBs, NMEs, MFBs, MFEs, and R at various networks are À11. 6% to 0.1%, 19.8-20.2%, À12.7% to 2.5%, 21.7-22.9%, and 0.7, respectively for annual mean maximum 1 h O 3 and NMBs, NMEs, MFBs, MFEs, and Rs are À4.6% to 3.0%, 17.7 -22.1%, À5.0% to 5.8%, 20.3-24.2%, and 0.7-0.8, respectively, for annual mean maximum 8 h O 3 . These results are consistent with those reported by other studies [e.g., Eder and Yu, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006b ; S.-Y. .
[16] The latest U.S. EPA's guidance on the attainment demonstrations for the maximum 8 h O 3 NAAQS states that it is not appropriate to assign 'bright line' (i.e., a clear cutoff value based on one statistical measure) criteria that distin-guish between adequate and inadequate model performance [U.S. EPA, 2007] . Various statistical measures have been used to determine O 3 performance. Russell and Dennis [2000] suggested using an MNB < ±15% and an MNGE < 35% for an acceptable performance. In the U.S. EPA's reports published prior to 2005, the values of MNB and MNGE recommended by EPA for a good performance of O 3 are ±15% and 30%, respectively, and O 3 peak accuracy <20%. However, MNB/MNGE are not as robust as NMB/ NME for cases with extremely low observed values, NMBs ±15% and NMEs 30% are therefore recommended to indicate good performance [Zhang et al., 2006a] . Morris et al. [2004] suggested using MFBs ±15% and MFEs 35% to determine a satisfactory O 3 performance. Compared with the criteria used by other studies, the ranges of NMBs/NMEs and MFBs/MFEs for seasonal and annual statistics obtained in this study indicate that the model performance for maximum 1 h and 8 h average O 3 is overall satisfactory.
[17] The observed PM 2.5 mass concentrations are the largest at the IMPROVE, STN, and SEARCH sites in summer and the smallest at the IMPROVE and SEARCH sites in winter and at the STN sites in spring. This seasonality is generally reproduced by CMAQ. At the STN sites, the overall agreement is good with NMBs and NMEs for seasonal mean values ranging from À1.4% to 10.0% and from 37.7% to 55.6%, respectively, except for CA where large underpredictions occur and in the eastern U.S. where underpredictions occur at a few cities in all seasons. Small overpredictions occur in winter, spring, and fall (NMBs of 1.3-10.0%) and a small underprediction occurs in JJA (À1.4%), resulting in a net NMB of 4.2% annual average overprediction. Compared with the STN sites, NMEs are similar (39.8-59.6%) but NMBs at the IMPROVE sites are larger, ranging from À9.1% to 29.7%, with moderate underpredictions occurring in the eastern U.S. and small overpredictions in the western U.S. in summer, and moder- Normalized mean bias (NMB) and error (NME) defined as The observational data are obtained for CO from MOPITT, NO 2 from GOME, TOR from TOMS/SBUV and GOME, and AOD from MODIS. [19] Several reasons may be responsible for the discrepancies between observed and simulated surface O 3 and PM 2.5 . First, uncertainties exist in the emissions of gaseous precursors of O 3 and secondary PM 2.5 as well as primary PM 2.5 such as BC and OC. In particular, underpredictions in O 3 and PM 2.5 over CA and some locations in the eastern U.S. (particularly at the SEARCH sites) may be related to underestimations in wildfire emissions and incorrect temporal profiles of these emissions in those areas [Roy et al., 2007b ] since wildfires provide a major source for BC and OC emissions. Second, the overpredictions in PM 2.5 and its inorganic components at the SEARCH sites may be caused by overestimation in the emissions of precursors such as SO 2 , NO x , and NH 3 [Zhang et al., 2006c] . Third, biases in chemical predictions are affected by biases in the meteorological predictions. Gilliam et al. [2006] evaluated MM5 performance for 2001 and reported biases of À1.36, À0.37, À0.24, and À0.35°C for 2 m temperatures during winter, spring, summer, and fall, respectively. Such cold biases can help explain in part the underpredictions of O 3 at the CASTNET sites, particularly the largest underpredictions in winter. Our meteorological evaluation shows underpredictions of 2 m temperatures in all months at the SEARCH sites (figures not shown), which may contribute partially to the overpredictions in PM 2.5 . The overpredictions in precipitation may also contribute in part to the underpredictions in PM 2.5 at the IMPROVE sites during summer. Finally, the comparison of grid-averaged predictions at a horizontal grid resolution of 36 km with point-wise measurements at a specific site is another source of errors.
[20] Gilliland et al., 2006; , these values are within the ranges of NMBs and NMEs reported and also within the ranges of NMBs and NMEs expected for PM 2.5 and its composition. Thus, they are satisfactory on an annual mean basis, although some seasonal mean NMBs and NMEs are fairly large (e.g., those for wet deposition fluxes of NH 4 + in winter). MM5 overpredicts precipitation with an NMB of 24.4% in summer but underpredicts it with NMBs of À6.0%, À2.8%, and À13.1% for winter, spring, and fall, respectively, leading to an overall NMB of 1.6% in annual mean values. The lack of correlation between precipitation and wet deposition indicates that factors other than precipitation dominate the trends of wet deposition. For example, SO 4 2À concentrations are underpredicted (NMBs of À0.5% to À7.7%) at all network sites (except at the SEARCH sites) in summer, resulting in insufficient amount for wet scavenging (with an NMB of À14.4% for wet deposition) even though precipitation is moderately overpredicted (with an NMB of 25.0%). By contrast, SO 4 2À concentrations are overpredicted (NMBs of 0.7-59.3%) at all network sites in fall, resulting in more than sufficient amount for wet scavenging (with an NMB of 63.3% for wet deposition) even though precipitation is moderately underpredicted (with an NMB of À13.1%). The interplay between the meteorological (i.e., precipitation) and the chemical (i.e., ambient precursor concentrations in gas and aqueous phase) forcing in controlling wet deposition fluxes was studied for August and December 2002 over NC by . They found that a correlation exists between wet deposition fluxes and precipitation in both months, with stronger magnitudes in August, because the summer convective precipitation events having larger intensities and therefore the meteorological forcing is expected to dominate August correlations. In this study, their correlation on domain-wide seasonal or annual basis is much weaker, largely because the correlation signals at in situ locations at a local scale may have been wiped out after averaging of values over a large domain for a long time period.
Temporal Variations
[21] Figure 3 compares simulated temporal variations of the maximum 8 h O 3 concentration against available observations at 20 sites including 8 SEARCH sites, 12 AIRS-AQS sites (one of which is also a SEARCH site) and 5 CASTNET sites (four of which are also AIRS-AQS sites). Overall, CMAQ can reproduce well the daily variations and magnitudes of maximum 8 h O 3 at most locations, with overpredictions at two sites (i.e., LAX for all months and BBE during JanuaryÀMay) and underproductions at a few sites (e.g., NYC during JanuaryÀMay, RIV during MayÀ October, and GRS throughout the year). LAX and RIV are located in the south coast of CA, a well-known area with complex terrain, dry summer/light rainfall, and microclimate with a strong spatial temperature gradient and the effect of sea breezes (e.g., the temperatures of 18°F (10°C) warmer in the inland area than the coastal, and a temperature gain of over one degree per mile inland). NYC is the largest city in the U.S. Summers are typically hot and humid with frequent thunderstorms, winters are cold with 25 inches snowfall but sea breezes keep temperatures slightly milder than inland regions. Spring and fall are erratic, and can range from cool to hot. The BBE site is located in the Chihuahuan Desert. Because of the range in altitude from $1,800 ft (550 m) along the river to 7,800 ft (2,400 m) in the Chisos Mountains, BBE exhibits dramatic weather changes, e.g., dry and hot in late spring and summer with temperatures often exceeding 100°F (38°C) in the lower elevations, winters are normally mild throughout the park, but subfreezing temperatures occasionally occur. GRS straddles the ridgeline of the Great Smoky Mountains, as part of the Blue Ridge Mountains which are a division of the larger Appalachian Mountain chain. Elevations in the park range from 876 ft (267 m) at the mouth of Abrams Creek to 6,643 ft (2,025 m) at the summit of Clingmans Dome. Very high humidity and precipitation often occur in the park, with 95% areas of deciduous, temperate, and old growth forest. Large biases in model predictions may be attributed to the inability of MM5 in capturing major meteorological and topography characteristics such as complex terrain, land-sea air exchange, impact of sea breezes, extreme wet or dry weathers, and strong diurnal variations in temperatures and mixing heights over these areas [e.g., Zhang et al., 2006a; as well as the uncertainties in emissions used at these sites.
[22] Figure 4 compares simulated temporal variations in the concentrations of 24 h average PM 2.5 against available observations at 12 sites including 8 SEARCH sites and 4 IMPROVE sites. CMAQ reproduces higher PM 2.5 over SEARCH sites and lower values at the IMPROVE sites, with magnitudes generally comparable with observations (mostly within a factor 2). Overpredictions dominate at the SEARCH sites (particularly at JST and YRK), and slight underpredictions occur at two IMPROVE sites: GRS during May-Sept. and BBE during Jan. -Jul., largely caused by the aforementioned uncertainties associated with meteorology and emissions. For example, the cold biases in the 2 m temperature predictions at JST and YRK throughout the year can explain, in part, the overpredictions in secondary PM. Figures 5 and 6 show temporal variations of three major inorganic PM 2.5 species (NH 4 + , SO 4 2À , and NO 3 À ) at 2 SEARCH sites (JST and YRK) and 3 CASTNET sites (PSU, GRS, and BBE) and two organic PM 2.5 species (BC and OC) at 4 SEARCH sites and 2 IMPROVE sites, respectively. The concentrations of NH 4 + and NO 3 À are moderately-to-significantly overpredicted at JST and YRK for all seasons except for winter. While CMAQ is able to reproduce total nitrate (TNO 3 ), it is known to give either too much or too little nitrate predictions [Yu et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006c] . Several factors may contribute to moderateto-significant overpredictions of NO 3 À in spring, summer, and fall at the SEARCH sites and in spring and fall at the IMPROVE sites including underestimation in vertical mixing, too fast rate of gas-phase N 2 O 5 hydrolysis, too large reaction probability (g) value of heterogeneous N 2 O 5 hydrolysis, an overproduction in TNO 3 , as well as underestimation in dry and wet deposition. For example, the values of g used for heterogeneous N 2 O 5 hydrolysis on aerosol surfaces used in all CMAQ versions prior to v4.6 are highly uncertain and led to overpredictions in both summer and winter, with a stronger impact on winter predictions [Pleim et al., 2003; Bhave et al., 2006; Gilliland et al., 2006] . Changing a constant g value of 0.1 in CMAQ v4.2.2 to account for its dependence on the concentrations of SO 4 2À and NO 3 À in CMAQ v4.3 reduced NO 3 À concentrations by factors of 2 -5 [Pleim et al., 2003] . In addition to the dependence on the concentrations of SO 4 2À and NO 3 À that was considered in CMAQ v4.3 -4.5.1, the values of g was modified to account for their dependence on temperature and RH in v4.6, which reduced total NO 3 À by 8-16% in winter [Bhave et al., 2006] . For moderate-significant underpredictions at the STN sites for all seasons, in winter and summer at the IMPROVE sites, and in summer at the CASTNET sites, contributing factors may include the equilibrium assumption used in the partitioning of total NO 3 À , the neglect of condensational growth of NO 3 À , and the missing heterogeneous uptake of HNO 3 by aerosols and aqueous-phase kinetic reactions that lead to NO 3 À formation [Zhang et al., 2006c] . Simulated SO 4
2À compares relatively well with observations, except on Nov. 16 during which CMAQ gave a high spike. While very high PM 2.5 concentrations are observed on Nov. 16 at both sites, they are dominated by different components. At JST, OC dominates (total OM accounts for $61% of PM 2.5 ) and the sum of the five observed major components can explain > 93% of observed PM 2.5 . By contrast, the sum of the four observed major components (note that no BC measurements are available) can only explain $42% of observed PM 2.5 at Figures 7 and 8 . In January 2001, most observed NO y values are greater than 20 ppb at JST and BHM but less than 20 ppb at other sites except GFP where NO y values are above this threshold on some days (e.g., January 1 -6, 9 -13, and 21-16), indicating a dominancy of VOC-limited O 3 chemistry at JST and BHM throughout January and at GFP on some days and a dominancy of NO xlimited O 3 chemistry at GFP on some days and at other sites except for JST and BHM throughout January. Other three indicators, on the other hand, all represent a VOC-limited O 3 chemistry at all sites, indicating some self-inconsistencies among these indicators and/or uncertainties associated with the transition values. Given uncertainties in the transition values used in different studies, such inconsistencies are not surprising. Lu and Chang [1998] reported a significant discrepancy between their model-derived threshold criteria and those proposed by Sillman [1995] , e.g., VOClimited conditions are found to be associated with NO y > 5 ppb by Lu and Chang [1998] but with NO y > 20 ppb by Sillman [1995] . While Sillman [1995] proposed the ratio of the production rates of H 2 O 2 and HNO 3 (i.e., P H2O2 /P HNO3 ) < 0.4 for VOC-limited chemistry, Tonnesen and Dennis [2000a] found a value of P H2O2 /P HNO3 < 0.06 to 0.07 is more appropriate for their application. Some indicators may be more robust than others under certain conditions. For example, Tonnesen and Dennis [2000b] , and NO y in the gas phase but too much nitrate in the particulate phase resulting from a cold bias in 2 m temperatures throughout the year at BHM and too much scavenging of soluble NO y species in summer resulting from an overprediction in precipitation.
[24] Although the aforementioned indicator ratios are developed for O 3 chemistry, they can provide insight into the sensitivity of secondary PM to changes in VOCs, or NO x emissions, given the commonality of the gaseous precursors of O 3 and secondary PM. Additional indicator species/ratios have been developed for secondary PM formation. For example, Ansari and Pandis [1998] developed a gas ratio, GR:
where Ansari and Pandis [1998] applied the GR ratio to predict how PM mass responds to reductions in SO 4 2À , NO 3 À , and NH 3 under various ambient temperature, RH, and chemical conditions (e.g., the concentrations of TSO4, TNO3, and TNH4). , respectively, a value of GR < 1, 1 -3, or >3 at TSO4 concentration = 2.5 ppb, and TNO3 concentration = 5 ppb indicates that PM responses to an increase in NH 3 is nonlinearly near-constant increase, nonlinearly reduced increase, or insensitive, respectively, a value of GR < 0.4, 0.4 -2, or >2 at TSO4 concentration = 2.5 ppb, and TNH4 concentration = 5 ppb indicates that PM responses to an increase in NO 3 À is insensitive, nonlinearly enhanced increase, and linearly near-constant increase, respectively. A value of GR < 1 or >1 also indicates that NO 3 À concentration is most sensitive to changes in NH 3 because of abundance of TNO4 or most sensitive to changes in TNO4 because of abundance of free NH 3 [Pinder et al., 2008] . Equation (7) assumes that SO 4 2À is fully neutralized by NH 3 , which may not be valid under all ambient conditions. Pinder et al.
[2008] used a ratio to indicate the degree of sulfate neutralization (DSN):
A value of DSN of <2 or !2 indicates insufficient or full neutralization. The use of DSN allows the GR ratio in equation (7) to be extended to an adjusted GR ratio (AdjGR)
that is applicable to conditions with insufficient neutralization of sulfate:
AdjGR shows an increased accuracy as an indicator of PM nitrate response to changes in SO 2 or NH 3 emissions, particularly in summer conditions in the eastern U.S. [Pinder et al., 2008] . Blanchard [2000] has also developed the excess NH 3 (EA) indicator that is similar to the GR. While the GR or the AdjGR are useful indicators for the sensitivity of second PM formation to their precursor emissions, they require measurements of TNO3, TNH4, TSO4, or [NH 3 ]g, [HNO 3 ]g, [NO 3 À ], none of the existing surface network contain a complete set of those values in 2001, therefore they cannot be evaluated. However, DSN can be evaluated given availability of PM composition measurements. Figure 9 compares simulated vs. observed DSN at four sites where observations are available: JST, YRK, CTR, and OAK. While simulated DSN values are in relatively good agreement with observations at CTR and OAK, they are much higher than observations at JST, either higher or lower at YRK. Both simulation and observation have DSN< 2 during most months, indicating that SO 4 2À at those sites is mostly insufficiently neutralized and NH 4 NO 3 may be formed to neutralize free NH 3 . Under such conditions, the response of PM concentrations to changes in TSO4 is nonlinear [Ansari and Pandis, 1998 ].
[25] Overall, CMAQ is able to reproduce observed ratios of indicator species within the same range of ratios, providing some confidence that the predicted change in O 3 and PM 2.5 may be accurate. Considering the relatively coarse horizontal grid resolution used in the model simulation, CMAQ's performance in reproducing observed temporal variations for O 3 , indicator species, PM 2.5 and PM 2.5 species appears reasonable.
Evaluation With Satellite Measurements
Tropospheric Column Mass Abundance
[26] Figure 10 shows the observed and simulated seasonal mean tropospheric CO column abundance. The overall statistical performance of CMAQ for seasonal and annual mean CO and other column variables is summarized in Table 2 . The seasonal mean MOPITT CO column abundance is the highest in spring, followed by winter, fall, and summer. Elevated CO column masses were observed over Pacific and west coast of the U.S. in spring and winter, which can be partially attributed to trans-Pacific transport of CO during the 2001 spring Asian dust storm. A number of field and modeling studies have reported elevated CO, O 3 , peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN), SO 4 2À , PM 2.5 , and PM 10 at surface and in the free troposphere in the western U.S. during springtime [e.g., Jacob et al., 1999; Jaffe et al., 2003; Heald et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009] . The model reproduces well the observed seasonal variability, with higher CO column mass in winter and spring and lower one in fall and summer. Underpredictions occur over the entire domain in spring, overpredictions occur over the eastern U.S. in summer, and both occur in some regions in winter. The NMBs and NMEs for simulated CO column masses are À6.7% to 26.0% and 7.9 -29.1%, respectively. Possible sources of errors for CMAQ simulation may include uncertainties in the CO emissions and boundary conditions used. Figure 11 shows annual mean CO vertical profiles from MOPITT and CMAQ as well as the standard deviations (with respect to a spatial and/or temporal scale) of the retrievals at four sites (i.e., CHI, HOU, LAX, and GRC) and those based on the domain-wide average for four seasons. The CMAQ profiles compare well with those retrieved from MOPITT radiances at all sites and domainwide. The largest discrepancies occur at CHI with overpredictions in spring and summer dominating the annual overprediction. Differences between simulated and satellite values are most apparent in spring and summer at all sites and in the domain-wide seasonal mean profiles, consistent with the column CO comparison (see Figure 10) . While domain-wide underpredictions occur from surface to 250 mb in spring, domain-wide overpredictions occur throughout the vertical domain in summer.
[27] Figure 12 shows the GOME-observed and CMAQsimulated seasonal mean tropospheric NO 2 column abundance. CMAQ generally reproduces well the seasonal variations in the NO 2 column abundance, with higher values in winter than other seasons and in the eastern U.S. than in the western U.S. The model underpredicts the NO 2 column abundance with an NMB of À7.5% for summer, and overpredicts that in winter, spring, and fall with NMBs of 18.4%, 5.5%, and 5.7%, respectively. NMEs range from 39.8 -53.6%, and correlation coefficients range from 0.74 to 0.87. Despite overall good performance, some discrepancies exist in the magnitudes and spatial distributions, particularly over the eastern U.S. For example, CMAQ gives higher column NO 2 over source regions in the eastern U.S. in winter, but lower values in other seasons over most of the areas in the eastern U.S. (except for a few major cities where simulated column NO 2 values are higher than observations), consistent with some recent studies [e.g., Stockwell et al., 2007] . These discrepancies can be attributed to several factors including uncertainties in the NO 2 emissions, the NO 2 oxidation rates simulated by the CB-IV gas-phase mechanism, and the boundary conditions used. Also, the use of a plume-in-grid treatment for large U.S. power plants has been shown earlier to result in improved column NO 2 performance (vs. GOME data) in summer ; such a treatment was not employed in this study. Moreover, several studies indicate that power plant and industry NO x emissions over the eastern U.S. decreased by 50% between [e.g., Frost et al., 2006 Hudman et al., 2007] . It is not clear how accurate the NEI v3.0 used in this study represents the actual emissions over the U.S. in 2001.
[28] Figure 13 shows the observed TOR/TCO and simulated seasonal mean total tropospheric O 3 abundance in DU for 2001. The observed TOR/TCO values are consistent in terms of magnitude (ranging from 28.71 -42.8 DU and 29.1 -41.4 DU, respectively), although differences exist in their spatial distributions, particularly in winter and spring. Such differences can be attributed to several factors, including different instruments and retrieval algorithms. The simulated TOR and TCO over the domain range from 35.31 to 47.04 DU and from 35.1 to 46.5 DU, respectively. Moderate overpredictions occur in winter and spring and underpredictions occur in summer, due to the use of inaccurate upper boundary layer conditions for O 3 and the uncertainties in the gas-phase chemistry. The NMBs and NMEs range from À13.0% to 34.9% and 18.1% to 35.7% for TOMS/SBUV, and À7.0% to 25.0% and 20.0% to 29.0% for GOME, respectively. Figure 14 shows monthly mean time series plots of GOME and CMAQ TCO at three sites that usually experience elevated O 3 : CHI, HOU, and LAX. CMAQ TCO is typically comparable to GOME TCO (±10 DU) except in summer when the CMAQ TCO is consistently lower than GOME TCO. In contrast, at HOU in spring, GOME TCO is lower than the modeled TCO. This is consistent with the results of Liu et al. [2006a] , in which some of the bias in simulated TCO were attributed to the upper tropospheric biases that were partly caused by a large midlatitude spatiotemporal variability under the stratospheric influence in winter and spring.
AODs
[29] Figure 15 shows the observed and simulated seasonal mean total column AODs. The highest monthly mean MODIS AODs are up to 0.4 in summer in the eastern U.S. and up to 0.6 in spring over the western U.S. As compared with other seasons, the Pacific coast off the Pacific west has elevated values of 0.2-0.3 in spring, as a result of a major Asian dust storm in April 2001. Chu et al. [2005] reported that the highest monthly mean MODIS AODs of 0.4 -0.7 occurred in the latitude band associated with Asian dust outbreaks in spring 2001. Heald et al. [2006] reported more than 50% of elevated surface SO 4 2À during the same period in the northwest U.S. from the IMPROVE network. A persistent Asian fine dust concentration of 1.2 mg m À3 was simulated at the surface in the western U.S. in spring 2001 [Fairlie et al., 2007] . The dust and elevated SO 4 2À from long range transport of Asian dust should therefore have contributed to the elevated MODIS-derived AODs along the west coast of U.S. Among all seasons, MODIS-derived AODs over Atlantic Ocean off the east coast of U.S. and around Cuba are the highest in summer, reflecting the highest impact from long range transport of African Soudano-Sahel and Saharan dust that typically peaks in summer [Prospero et al., 1981; Cakmur et al., 2001; Kaufman et al., 2005] . The monthly aerosol composites for 2001 derived based on MODIS in Figure 5 of Kaufman et al. [2005] support the fact that these high AODs are primarily due to smoke particles over Atlantic off the east coast of U.S. in FebruarySeptember and primarily due to dust particles around Cuba in April -September, which are consistent with high MODISderived AODs over these regions in spring and summer months shown in Figure 15 . As expected, the CMAQ estimated total AODs are the highest in summer because of the highest PM, consistent with observations. However, CMAQ fails to reproduce the observed spatial distributions and magnitudes of AODs over CONUS, Cuba, and the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Moderate underpredictions occur for all seasons with NMBs of À37.1 to À17.6% and NMEs of 48.1-88.2%, and with much larger underpredictions in the western U.S. than in the eastern U.S. These findings are consistent with those of Roy et al. [2007a] who derived AODs based on CMAQ PM predictions for summer 2001 using a different method (i.e., a semiempirical mass extinction method of Malm et al. [1994] ) for comparison with AODs from MODIS and AERONET and reported a systematic underprediction of derived AODs. Several possible [30] While CMAQ simulations are affected by uncertainties in the model inputs and formulation, satellite retrievals also have limitations and uncertainties. First, although various error correction techniques (e.g., cloud mask) and retrieval algorithms are used to modify satellite products, uncertainties exist in individual satellite measurements. Compared with AOD (denoted as t) measurements from AERONET Sun photometers, the uncertainty of MODISderived monthly AODs is reported to be Dt = ±0.05 ± 0.15t over land and Dt = ±0.03 ± 0.05t over the ocean because of retrieval errors such as subpixel clouds, snow/ ice, and water contamination [Chu et al., 2003 [Chu et al., , 2005 Remer et al., 2005] . MODIS aerosol measurements over the ocean have been retrieved with special cloud and sediment masks; some residual contamination from very thin cirrus contribute to errors in coarse-mode AODs derived from MODIS but should not affect retrieval of fine-mode AODs [Remer et al., 2005; Kaufman et al., 2005] . For the MOPITT data, the total column CO uncertainty [Edwards et al., 2004] is À0.5 ± 12.1%, due to retrieval errors such as random errors corresponding to random radiance errors, biases arising from inadequate a priori, and biases associated with the calibrated radiances or the forward model [Deeter et al., 2003] . The uncertainty in the GOME NO 2 tropospheric column data is caused by errors due to the short tropospheric path and uncertainties in clouds, both of which can lead to an underestimation of the amount of NO 2 . In general, Richter and Burrows [2002] predict that GOME-derived tropospheric NO 2 is low by up to a factor of 2. Second, the effect of clouds (obscuration of the clear-sky path from space to the ground) and the effect of ground albedo (which can result in a lack of contrast between the atmosphere and the surface) make it difficult to obtain the atmospheric quantity from the measurements. For example, the AODs over land may be overestimated by MODIS [Kinne et al., 2003; Chin et al., 2004; Matsui et al., 2004] . The nonsphericity of mineral dusts may likely cause an overestimation in AODs by MODIS over the Pacific Chu et al., 2005] and uncertainties in both optical thickness and size parameter retrievals . Third, uncertainties exist in the PM size distribution and composition assumed in MODIS retrieval algorithm, which are different from CMAQ results. For example, while CMAQ use three lognormally distributed modes to represent PM size distribution, the aerosol models in the land algorithm (e.g., continental, urban/industrial, developing world) used in MODIS AODs assume different modes with different mean radii and standard deviations . Fourth, CMAQ gives higher AODs over regions with frequent cloud coverage and high SO 2 emissions because of the dominancy of sulfate contributions in AODs in these regions, whereas MODIS missed such high AODs because of cloud masks (e.g., during some periods on July 18 and August 12 2001 [see Roy et al., 2007a, Figure 8] . This may help explain the high values of CMAQ-derived AODs in summer over a corridor crossing southern Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania and in fall over some regions in the eastern U.S. with high SO 4 2À levels that were not captured by MODIS, despite a domain-wide underprediction by CMAQ during those seasons.
Conclusions
[31] A comprehensive evaluation of the CMAQ simulation for the full year of 2001 over the continental U.S. has been performed using both satellite and ground-based measurements to assess current CMAQ's capability in reproducing concentrations and long-term variation trends of major criteria pollutants such as O 3 and PM 2.5 and related variables such as indicator species and wet deposition fluxes at surface and column mass concentrations of CO, NO 2 , TOR, and AODs. An evaluation is conducted for near-surface variables over the whole domain and at 22 individual representative sites. Results indicate an overall satisfactory performance for annual mean maximum 1 h and 8 h average O 3 mixing ratios, with NMBs of À11.6% to 0.1% and À4.6% to 3%, respectively. Model performance for annual 24 h average concentrations of PM 2.5 and its components is satisfactory or marginally satisfactory, with annual mean NMBs of 4.2-35.3% for PM 2.5 , À22.3 to 26.0% for NH 4 + , À13.0 to 43.5% for SO 4 2À , À33.9% to 45.6% for NO 3 À , À52.6% to À5.4% for BC, and À37.6% to 24.8% for OC at various network sites. The larger NMBs for simulated PM 2.5 and its components occur at urban or suburban sites under the STN and SEARCH networks where MM5/CMAQ simulation at a horizontal grid resolution of 36 km has difficulties in capturing local-scale meteorology, emissions, and concentrations. The NMBs of annual wet deposition fluxes are 19.6% for SO 4 2À , À13.0% for NO 3 À , and 31.6% for NH 4 + , consistent with values reported in the literature. The evaluation at 22 individual sites shows that CMAQ reproduces well the daily variations and magnitudes of maximum 8 h O 3 at most locations except for areas over complex terrain such as LAX, RIV, BBE, and GRC and areas with complex interplay of meteorology and emissions such as LAX and NYC. CMAQ can also reproduce higher PM 2.5 over the SEARCH sites such as JST and YRK and lower values at the IMPROVE sites such as GRS and BBE that are within a factor of 2 of the observed values. Simulated indicator values are overall consistent with observations during most time periods in January and August at most sites except for BHM and GPF where CMAQ underpredicts NO y but overpredicts O 3 /NO x and O 3 /NO y and JST and YRK where CMAQ overpredicts the degree of sulfate neutralization during most time periods. Such an agreement provides some confidence in accuracy of the predicted change in O 3 and PM 2.5 . While the levels of NO y suggest VOC-limited O 3 chemistry at JST and BHM in both January and August, other indicators indicate NO x -limited O 3 chemistry in both months at all sites. Given uncertainties in threshold values for each indicator and inconsistencies among indicators used, caution should be taken when using indicators to determine NO x or VOC-limited O 3 chemistry and a set of indicators (instead of a single one) are highly recommended for a complete assessment. The reasons for discrepancies between observed and simulated surface O 3 , PM 2.5 , indicator species, and wet deposition include uncertainties in the emissions of gases precursors and primary PM, in particular, the inaccurate strengths and temporal profiles of wildfire emissions domain-wide and the overestimation of precursor emissions at urban/suburban sites in the southeastern U.S., the uncertainties in model treatments such as heterogeneous N 2 O 5 hydrolysis and partitioning of total nitrate in gas and particulate phases via equilibrium and condensation, and biases in meteorological variables such as temperature and precipitation, due to incapabilities of MM5 in capturing major meteorological and topography characteristics such as complex terrain, land-sea air exchange, impact of sea breezes, extreme wet or dry weathers, and strong diurnal variations in temperatures and mixing heights over some areas.
[32] CMAQ reproduces well the seasonal variations and magnitudes of satellite-derived column CO and NO 2 , with NMBs of annual mean values of À0.6% and 6.9%, respectively. For CO vertical profiles, underpredictions occur domain-wide below 250 mb in spring, and overpredictions occur domain-wide throughout the vertical domain in summer. Possible sources of errors may include uncertainties in the CO emissions and boundary conditions used by CMAQ. The total tropospheric O 3 column abundances predicted by CMAQ give a relatively good agreement with the TOR from TOMS/SBUVand TCO from GOME in summer and fall with NMBs of À13.0% to 6.3% against TOMS/SBUVand À7.0% to 11.0% against GOME, but relatively poor performance for winter and spring, with NMBs of 28.7 -34.9% against TOMS/SBUVand 20-25% against GOME. As such, CMAQ fails to reproduce observed seasonal variation for TOR/TCO. Given an overall good agreement between simulated and observed surface O 3 mixing ratios with small-to-moderate underpredictions and the fact that upper layer O 3 contributes the most to the O 3 columns, such a poor performance is attributed to the use of inaccurate upper boundary layer conditions for O 3 . Among all variables evaluated using satellite data, CMAQ performs the worst for AODs, with the annual mean NMBs of À31.9%. It also fails to reproduce the spatial distributions in all seasons and the seasonal variability over the western U.S. Possible reasons for underpredictions of PM 10 thus total AODs include the underestimations of biomass fire emissions in summer in the western U.S. and emissions of primary OC and BC over the entire domain, lack of model treatments of sea salt and dust that can contribute to the observed total AODs, uncer-tainties in boundary conditions of PM 2.5 and its major components used in CMAQ simulations, as well as limitations and uncertainties in satellite data such as the effects of clouds, the effect of ground albedo, and uncertainties and assumptions associated with retrieval algorithms.
